Using Simulations for Training
(In the style of Mad Libs®)

Simulations are great for ________! They make training feel more
(verb ending in -ing)

We make simulations easy to use

like _________. The more that training can feel like real life, the
Simulations are great for training! They make training feel more like real life. The
more that training can feel like real life, the easier it is for people to use what they
learn.

(noun)

easier it is for people to _______ what they learn.
(verb)

You can use __________ in online training, in the _________, on the
(type of room)

(plural noun)

job, or in large _________. LearningSim designs simulations for all
(plural noun)

types of training goals and situations!
Our secret is in the storytelling. We _______ learn about your
(adverb)

You can use simulations in online training, in the classroom, on the job, or in large
workshops. LearningSim designs simulations for all types of training goals and
situations!
Our secret is in the storytelling. We quickly learn about your business and the
challenges facing your learners. That lets us write simulations that focus on your
needs and that feel like real life for the learners. We put your learners into the
story, so they can practice the skills they need.
Without practice, there is no skill. Simulations make perfect practice!
LearningSim makes it easy to get simulations right.

business and the __________ facing your learners. That lets us
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write simulations that focus on your __________ and that feel like
(plural noun)

real _____ for the learners. We put your learners into the story, so
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they can ________ the skills they need.
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Without practice, there is no skill. Simulations make perfect
practice! LearningSim makes it easy to get simulations right.
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The 5-Step Simulation™ Method
Simulations can be complicated. In order to make them as accessible
as possible for trainers, we created the
5-Step Simulation™ method. Each 5-Step
Simulation™ works like this:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Set the Stage
Start the Action
Handle the Challenge
Close the Scene
Reveal the Result
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